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The Challenge
the elephant in the room

• The Internet and the Web
have been transformational

• we need to understand
them

• anticipate future
developments

• identify opportunities and
threats
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McBrien, A.M., Madden, J and Shadbolt, N.R. (1989). Artificial
Intelligence Methods in Process Plant Layout. Proceedings of the 2nd
International Conference on Industrial and Engineering Applications of
AI and Expert Systems, pp364-373, ACM Press

My Journey
knowledge-based systems



My Journey
The Linked Web of Data

The four micro principles of the Semantic
Web

1.  All entities of interest, such as
information resources, real-world objects,
and vocabulary terms should be identified by
URI references.
2. URI references should be dereferenceable,
meaning that an application can look up a
URI over the HTTP proocol and retrieve
RDF data about the identified resource.
3. Data should be provided using the
RDF/XML syntax
4. Data should be interlinked with other data.



My Journey
Exploiting Semantic Technology



My Journey
Web Science



Web Science
is {inter|multi|trans}disciplinary



Web Science
is about additionality

Not the union of the
disciplines

But more than their
intersection



Web Science
existing insights

• Scale-free

– Some nodes are of high degree most
are low degree

– Structure and dynamics
independent of the network size

• Power laws

– The degree distribution follows a
power law, with an exponent β > 2.

• Small worlds

– The average distance (or diameter)
is much smaller than the order of
the graph.

• Hubs and authorities

– The number of distinct bipartite
cliques or cores is large when
compared to a random graph with
the same number of nodes and
edges.



Web Science
where additionality helps

• Ubiquity of Scale Free Networks

• Stability of networks

• Elimination and addition

• Issues of sampling and modelling

• Robert M. May “Network
structure and the biology of
populations” TRENDS in
Ecology and Evolution Vol.21
No.7 July 2006



Web Science
where additionality helps

• Small World Phenomena

• Routing and decentralized search

• Issues of sampling and modelling

• Liben-Nowell et al, Geographic
routing in social networks. Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. ,102(33):11623-
11628, August 2005.



Web Science
the dynamic Web

• Is the Web changing faster
than our ability to observe it?

• How to measure or
instrument the Web?

• How to identify behaviours
and patterns ?

• How to analyse the changing
structure of the Web?



• It is a set of complementary
disciplines

• The web is a set of simple principles
that give rise to complexity

• Simple micro rules give rise to
complex macro phenomena

• Many systems in nature are like this

• A need for a systems oriented view of
the Web and its ecosystem

• A process that accounts for
design/engineering and
analysis/science

• An approach that is focused on the
social and technical

Web Science
essentials



Web Science
an example

• When and why did the
blogosphere take off?

• Who blogs and how much?

• Why do they blog?

• Is it the same everywhere?



Self Expression Self Publish

Blog site…Blogosphere…

Spoofing…

Web Science
what we need to understand

Blogs 

Citation

• creative innovation

• design and engineering

• the social and the technical

• interpretation and analysis Ping
Trackback
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Web Science
SOTB 2009

Matt Sussman - Technorati
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Web Science
SOTB 2009

Matt Sussman - Technorati



• 60+ million active blogs

• 80+ million active participants on BSS forums
(i.e. online discussion forums)

• 44.7% spend 3 - 8 hours a day
reading/contributing to different forums

• 3 billion registered BBS users

• Chinese BBS forums experience 1.6 billion page
views and 10 million new posts daily

• 600+ million mobile phone subscribers

• Q1 of 2008, Chinese mobile phones users sent
175 billion text messages

Web Science
understanding - blogs in China



Web Science
understanding variation

• Ecology of the Web - structure of the
environment, producers and consumers

• Populations (individuals and species),
traits/characteristics, heredity, genotypes
and phenotypes

• Mechanisms - variation (mutation,
migration, HGT, genetic drift), selection

• Outcomes - adaption, co-evolution,
competition, co-operation, speciation,
extinction
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• Geert Hofstede

• Cultural Analysis

• Impact on all we do

• Primary evidence from employee
values scores collected by IBM
between 1967 and 1973 covering
more than 70 countries

Web Science
 understanding the socio-cultural



• POWER DISTANCE:

• The extent to which power is distributed equally within a society and the
degree that society accepts this distribution.

• UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE:

• The degree to which individuals require set boundaries and clear
structures

• INDIVIDUALISM versus COLLECTIVISM:

• The degree to which individuals base their actions on self-interest versus
the interests of the group.

• MASCULINITY versus FEMININITY:

• A measure of a society's goal orientation:

• TIME ORIENTATION:

• The degree to which a society does or does not value long-term
commitments and respect for tradition.

Web Science
 understanding the socio-cultural
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• Theories of self-interest

• Theories of social and
resource exchange

• Theories of mutual interest
and collective action

• Theories of contagion

• Theories of balance

• Theories of homophily

• Theories of proximity

• Theories of co-evolution

Sources:
Contractor, N. S., Wasserman, S.  & Faust, K.  (2006). Testing multi-theoretical multilevel hypotheses

about organizational networks: An analytic framework and empirical example. Academy of Management
Review.

Monge, P. R.  & Contractor, N. S.  (2003). Theories of Communication Networks. New York: Oxford
University Press.

Web Science
 understanding social networks
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Novice  
Expert  

Theories of Self interest Theories of Exchange

Theories of Collective Action

Theories of Balance

  Theories of Homophily Theories of Cognition

Web Science
motifs in social networks

Exponential Random Graph



 Exploring  Exploiting  Mobilizing Bonding Swarming  

Theories of Self -Interest  +  --   

Theories of Collective Action   + +  + 

Theories of Cognition  + +   + 

Theories of Balance  --  + +  

Theories of Exchange   +  +  

Theories of Contagion  +  +   

Theories of Homophily  --   +  

Theories of Proximity  --   + + 

 

Web Science
 explaining social networks



 Exploring  Exploiting  Mobilizing  Bonding Swarming 

Emergency Response 

Community  
 + +  + 

WoW Gaming Community   +  + + 

Mexican Immigrant 

Community  
 +  +  

PackEdge Communities of 

Practice  
+  + +  

Economic Resilience NGO 

Community  
+    + 

Tobacco Surveillance, 

Evaluation & Epidemiology 

Community  

+  +   

Environmental Engineering 

Community  
+ + +   

 

Challenge has been empirically testing, extending, and exploring theories
about networks  … until now

Web Science
 explaining social networks



• Shape and structure

• Scale free

• Preferential attachment

• Communities

• Values and obligations

• Incentives

Web Science
 understanding - collective intelligence  
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Web Science
 understanding - collective intelligence 



• How, from a technical point of
view, can collaborative innovation
and collective intelligence be
enabled?

• How can the risks and problems
arising from community-
generated information resources
be managed?

• What legal framework governs (or
should govern) the resources
created?

Web Science
 anticipation - collective intelligence 



Telling Experts from Spammers | Michael G. Noll & Ching-man Au Yeung | SIGIR 2009

Web page

Timeline Users

Bookmarking history of a Web page

Web Science
 anticipation - spamming 
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Bookmarking history of a Web page

MayAprilMarchFebruaryJanuaryDecember

2009

“john.smith”

Discoverers Followers

Web Science
 anticipation - spamming 



Telling Experts from Spammers | Michael G. Noll & Ching-man Au Yeung | SIGIR 2009

SPEAR – SPamming-resistant Expertise Analysis and Ranking

 Based on the HITS (Hypertext Induced Topic Search) algorithm
Hubs: pages that points to good pages
Authorities: pages that are pointed to by good pages

 Expertise and Quality (SPEAR) similar to Hub and Authority (HITS)
Users are hubs – we find useful pages through them
Pages are authorities – provide relevant information

 Difference: only users can point (link) to pages but not vice versa

Web Science
 anticipation - spamming 



Telling Experts from Spammers | Michael G. Noll & Ching-man Au Yeung | SIGIR 2009

Web Science
 anticipation - spamming

Experts

G: Geeks
V: Veterans
N: Newcomers

 Only SPEAR distinguished geeks, veterans and newcomers
 FREQ and HITS clumped all expert-type users together

Rank #1



Telling Experts from Spammers | Michael G. Noll & Ching-man Au Yeung | SIGIR 2009

Web Science
 anticipation - spamming

Spammers

 SPEAR consistently outperformed FREQ and HITS
 SPEAR was the only algorithm to handle trojans (tricky spammers)

Rank #1



500 Million500 Million
RDF TriplesRDF Triples
120,000 RDF120,000 RDF
links betweenlinks between
data setsdata sets

Web Science
 anticipation - linked data 



Web Science
 anticipation - linked data



Web Science
 understanding - linked data  

• Micro principles to macro phenomena

• Shape and structure

• Scale free

• Preferential attachment

• Communities

• Values and obligations

• Incentives



Web Science
understanding - the Semantic Web

The four micro principles of the Semantic
Web

1.  All entities of interest, such as
information resources, real-world objects,
and vocabulary terms should be identified by
URI references.
2. URI references should be de-
referenceable, meaning that an application
can look up a URI over the HTTP protocol
and retrieve RDF data about the identified
resource.
3. Data should be provided using the
RDF/XML syntax
4. Data should be interlinked with other data.



Information Advisors to HMG



The Context

• Berners-Lee and Shadbolt - Information Advisors

• Context - PoI Taskforce

• Strategic Drivers

– Transparency and accountability

– Economic and Social Value

– Public Service Improvement

– New Industries New Jobs



Our ToR
1. Establish single point of access for all public UK datasets - data.gov.uk

2. Specific proposals to implement and extend to wider public sector PSI principle

– Select and implement common standards for release of public data

‒  Select, develop and implement common terms for data where necessary

– Develop licenses - CC variants

– Support exploitation and publication of distributed and decentralised information
assets

– Potential for reform of info reg framework

3. Drive use of internet to improve Gov consultation process

4. Engage with International dimension

5. Drive culture change in Whitehall - total pub of anon data using open standards



 data.gov.uk

• Currently under development scrutiny and extension

– Over 1100 datasets

– Over 1000 registered developers

– The beginning of linked data

• Beta service to be released end of year

• Clear schedule of release thereafter



 data.gov.uk



 data.gov.uk



David McCandless



Chris Osborne
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 Web Science Challenges
Cultural and Organisations
• Data hugging

• License impediments

• Worries about

– Confidentiality

– Interpretations

– QoI

– Lost value

– Disrupted workflow



Web Science Challenges
Capability and Policy
• How to leverage the Web to enhance capability

• Extending  the principle on all public sector bodies to publish their data
in re-usable form

• Issue - devolved administrations

• Consistency in what is published, how and its format Range of
exceptions

• Risks to be managed - confidentiality, accuracy, liability and reputation



Web Science
 Values, Rights and Access

• Economic and legal issues
predominate

• The Internet and Web a mix of open,
public areas and closed, private
zones

• How can legal frameworks be
constructed to deal with openness on
the Internet and Web?

• Is openness necessary for
innovation, or are private and
commercial incentives more
effective?



Web Science
 Values, Rights and Access

• Economic and legal issues
predominate

• When is it important to release
intellectual property to build a user
base?

• When should a more restrictive
business model come into place?

• Some evidence that a precondition for
sharing has privacy as a precondition
– that an economic agent begins to
share when privacy is also guaranteed



Web Science
 Trust, Security and Privacy

• What is the nature of trust relations
between individuals, groups and
organizations in the Web

• How and why do trust, privacy and
security break down?

• Does activity in the Web change if they
do?

• What is the balance between social and
technical solutions to these problems?

• Can we develop appropriate legal
frameworks and institutions

• Can concepts such as trust can be
computationally represented in the
Web?

• How can trust be repaired and is trust
stronger once repaired?
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Web Science
 Trust, Security and Privacy



Cautionary Notes



• CP Snow - Rede Lecture 1959

• “the breakdown of communication
between the "two cultures" of modern
society — the sciences and the humanities
— was a major hindrance to solving the
world's problems”

• What do we need to know and understand
of each others methods?

• But this is not restricted to two cultures -
we appear to generate many cultures - e.g.
science and engineering

• Usually these are false dichotomies

Web Science
avoiding two cultures
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Can’t find stuff

Google site…Google phenomenon…

Spoofing…
link farms

Eigenvector
analysis 

Link incentives…
Adsense

Map Reduce

Page Rank



Web Science
who can do these experiments?

• Google Trends

• Large scale, comprehensive data

• New forms of research alliance

• New forms of direct data access

• The unreasonable effectiveness of
data - see also Halevy et al
Intelligent SystemsMarch/April
2009 (vol. 24 no. 2) pp. 8-12
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who can do these experiments?

• Google Trends is one view

• Bing

• Baidu

• New forms of research alliance

• New forms of direct data access
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The Future: things
change…

• 9/11 changed our
context…

• 08/09 credit crunch
changes our context…

• Research changes our
context…

• We change our context…

• Even in the future some
things are pretty
certain…





Information
Interoperability



Distributed Coalition
Planning and Decision Making (TA4)

Security Across a
System-of-Systems (TA2)

Sensor Information
Processing and

Delivery (TA3)

Network Theory
(TA1)

TECHNICAL AREAS

CROSS AREA THEMES and GOAL
 Enabling Context and Risk Based

Decision Making
 Resource Efficiency and Adaptability

 Dynamic Mission Focused Communities
of Interest (CoIs)

 End-to-End Coalition Information Flows

International Technology
Alliance



8181

Cultural Network AnalysisCultural Network Analysis

PROBLEM
 Coalition partners experience disconnects
and frustration resulting from divergent cultural
models, i.e. concepts, beliefs, values, and
expectations with respect to their collaborative
work.

APPROACH
  Develop statistical consensus modeling

tools to derive cultural models of
planning.

  Employ cultural models to design
software agents and tools for coalition
planning teams.

Multidisciplinary cultural analysis methods which can extract and model the
culturally shared mental representations that drive decisions within complex work
environments.



Physical 

Command and Control Collaborate and Connect
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Trust
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Efficient Spectrum

Efficient
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Precision

Fast
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Minimal
Footprint

Invulnerable

InteroperableSelf-Configuring

SharedUnderstanding

Distributed
Planning

Information
Availability
(Smart Pull)

Its Networks all
the way down,
and up…
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The Measure of a Life

• 75 years of awake
experience 1.5610x109

secs

• 2.5 Mb/sec for digital
video

• 7.3195x1013 for a year of
digital video awake life ~
73 terabytes

• 5.4896x1015 for entire
awake life ~ 5.5
petabytes









• Influence on funding agencies

• Workshops

– WebEvolve2008 @WWW2008

– Scholarship on the Web

– Critical infrastructure,

– Transparency in journalism

– e-government II ….

• Web Science 2009, Athens, 18-20 March 2009

• Web Science 2010, Rayleigh-Durham

• Landmark BBC Series - The Digital Revolution - TX Feb 2010

• Royal Society Meeting 350th Anniversary - Sept 2010

www.webscience.org
outreach and thought leadership



Web Science
why this matters

• the Web matters

• an essential part of humanity

• An essential part of the current and future economy

• understanding the Web is a major challenge as big
as any other global cause

• It is bound to reflect essential aspects of our own
human capabilities

• It is certain to introduce new capabilities

• “…from so simple a beginning endless forms most
beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are
being evolved.”

•


